	
  

Portrait price list:
Session fees are required in advance to secure your booking and confirm the
date of your appointment.
Portrait Shoot
(CHF 300 - weekday rate / CHF 350 - weekend rate)
A portrait shoot lasts from up to two hours at a location of your choice. The fee
includes the photographer's time and travel within the Canton of Zug and the
cities of Luzern and Zürich. It also includes any post-processing and the second
viewing appointment at the studio in Baar or online ordering in some
circumstances. It does not include the images or any products – these are
purchased separately. Portrait sessions are also for pets or for maternity
sessions.
Studio Shoot
(CHF 150 - weekday rate / CHF 200 - weekend rate)
These sessions last 45 mins to one hour and take place at my studio in Baar. For
these shoots, I encourage you to bring "props" (objects related to your interests
and hobbies such as musical instruments, sports equipment, etc.) This fee also
includes post-shoot editing and processing, a separate viewing appointment,
which takes place at my studio in Baar and any post-viewing processing. It does
not include the images or any products – these are purchased separately.
Portrait Shoot-Studio/Location Combo
(CHF 300 - weekday rate /
CHF 350 - weekend rate)
Shoot sessions last up to two hours and start at my studio in Baar and then
continue outdoors nearby. The shoot includes any post-processing and the
second viewing appointment at the studio in Baar or online ordering in some
circumstances. It does not include the images or any products – these are
purchased separately.
The above shoot packages are all ideal for families, children, couples, pregnancy
and pets.
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Bump and Baby Packages

(CHF 750 to CHF 1000)

Package A - CHF 750
Three photography shoots: the first whilst pregnant, the second with newborn
(up to two months), third shoot chosen by parents up until baby's first birthday
or until baby is walking. Final package shoots must be taken before baby is 18
months old. This package also includes three images for baby cards.
The fee includes three photography shoots, editing, post-processing, and viewing
appointments in Baar after each shoot. Shoots can take place in the studio or on
location. Newborn shoots can take 2-3 hours.
Payment for packages is made in full at the time of booking.
Package B - CHF 1000
Four photography shoots: the first whilst pregnant, the second with newborn (up
to two months), third shoot at nine months / 1st birthday (with cake in studio
also possible) and fourth shoot at discretion of parents. Final package shoots
must be taken before baby is 18 months old.
The fee includes four photography shoots, editing, post-processing, and viewing
appointments in Baar after each shoot. Shoots can take place in the studio or on
location. Newborn shoots can take 2-3 hours.
Payment for packages is made in full at the time of booking.
Just Baby CHF 750
Three photography shoots: the first with newborn (up to 2 months), the second
shoot at 6 months and the third shoot at 1st birthday (with cake in studio also
possible). Final shoot must be taken before baby is 18 months old.
The fee includes three photography shoots, editing, post-processing, and viewing
appointments in Baar after each shoot. Shoots can take place in the studio or on
location. Newborn shoots can take 2-3 hours.
Payment for packages is made in full at the time of booking.
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